Manaaki Taha Moana

Online Mapping Tools
Manaaki Taha Moana (MTM) is a research
programme to restore and enhance coastal
ecosystems and their services of importance to
iwi/hapū, through a better knowledge of these
ecosystems and the degradation processes that
affect them.

MTM case study areas

MTM Research Providers

We utilise Western Science and Mātauranga
Māori and participatory modelling tools and
processes to assist iwi/hapū to evaluate and
define preferred options for enhancing/restoring
coastal ecosystems. This evaluation of options
is assisted by innovative IT and decision
support tools (e.g. digital libraries, simulation
modelling, interactive mapping, 3D depiction,
real-time monitoring).

Enhancing the expression of kaitiakitanga
with the aid of information technology

Action plans are being produced for improving
coastal ecosystems in each of the case study
regions.
The research team works closely with iwi/hapū in
the case study regions to develop tools and
approaches to facilitate the uptake of this
knowledge and its practical implementation.
Mechanisms will also be put in place to facilitate
uptake amongst other iwi throughout NZ.

Find us on the Web | www.mtm.ac.nz

Online Mapping Tools
Online Mapping Tools have been developed for
the MTM project and Te Ohu Kaimoana, one for
Te ohu Kaimoana, one for the Tauranga Moana
case study, and one for the Horowhenua case
study.
Each map can display survey layers, user defined
features, and external layers. A menu is provided
for the user to turn the various layers on or off.
Various media formats can be added as well
(xls,pdf,avi mp3 etc)
Map layers are taken from research export files
(shape file or geojson).
Research layers is usually done in arcgis or qGis.
Once displayed on the map a Survey layers features can be clicked and the underlying information for that feature will be displayed in a popup
box.

This online mapping tool can be embedded
into the end users website and users can
define, customise and save features when
they load the map they have a menu enabling them to create their own areas, lines
and points of interest. They can also upload
various multi-media to the layer.
At the layer definition level a facility is provided to upload and import layers. At this stage
the file is a geojson in NZTM projection. We
utilise services such as the LINZ data service (LINZ topographic maps and other territorial bodies to import layers

Map Projections
These online mapping tools can be used to store
and display maps on an individuals monitor via the
web or via projectors and TVs.
For the Tauranga Case study, a further added bonus is the ability use the Tauranga Catchment maps
and project them onto the 3D Table directly from the
online tool. Using OL3 (open layers3)

